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Showing 1 - 8 of 8 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number:
WKP Part Number: BEC Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 8 of 8 results. Featured Brands. Reviews
Questions, Answers. Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option and
inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement
product for your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name
for replacement parts th Beck Arnley Crankshaft Position Sensor Beck Arnley is a leading
provider of quality automotive parts equivalent to OE structure, fit, and performance together
with the hard-to-find merchandise for cars, light trucks, and SUVs. Beck Arnley's years of
experience and proficiency in g Replacement Crankshaft Position Sensor. Dec 17, Perfect Fit.
Fast shipping. Quick shipping, Sensor fit, easy install. Works great! Purchased on Nov 29, Aug
21, Fast shipping parts work great. Purchased on Aug 06, Aug 18, Good buy. I have installed
them so far they are working just fine. Edward Angulo. Purchased on Jul 27, Show More.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. Nissan Z owners have
reported 4 problems related to crankshaft position sensor under the electrical system category.
The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of Nissan Z based on all problems reported for the Z. My Nissan z was
exhibiting the exact symptoms of a nhsta recall number 03v Nissan number r recall. I contacted
Nissan dealers and Nissan consumer affairs with my VIN and was told it didn't fall under the
recall. I then took my vehicle to the Nissan dealer service department to have it diagnosed and
the dealer concluded that both 2 cam position sensors and the crank position sensor, were
failing and needed to be replaced at a cost to me of I again contacted Nissan consumer affairs
and was told there was nothing they would do. I further explained my belief that the recall was
more widespread than initially thought by nhsta and Nissan to no avail. I have spent hours
doing online research as to what would cause the issue and it all seems to lead back to the
recall symptoms. I further realized that many other people experienced the same issue but can't
speak as to their specific solution and therefore thought it prudent to try and bring it to the
NHTSA for further study and database information. I would very much appreciate the NHTSA
assistance in this matter to have the money I spent reimbursed to me by Nissan consumer
affairs as I believe this repair should have been under the recall. Thank you for your
consideration in this matter. See all problems of the Nissan Z. My daughter was driving in
orlando when her check engine light and the slip control light came on and the engine lost
power and stalled. We had to have the vehicle towed to an orlando Nissan dealer. I recently
contacted Nissan about this as I saw there was a Nissan recall no. R on the camshaft and
crankshaft sensors. However, Nissan informed me that my car was not included in the recall as
the recall was for vehicles. They stated the recall was VIN specific. I believe it should be
symptom specific as the symptoms of the vehicle in this incident were exactly the same as what
was described in the recall. In , I bought a Nissan z. In early November of , I started having these
problems. The engine would die suddenly while driving, the check engine and tcs lights would
come on, and the car would run very rough once it did decide to start. The mileage according to
the service invoice was 83, Along with the problems noted above, the service technician added
diag p and c stored, loss of engine signal. Replaced camshaft and crankshaft sensors. My car
had not one, but every symptom of a recalled car. The camshaft and crankshaft sensor very
specific repairs were needed to correct the problem; same as a recalled vehicle. After bringing
this to Nissan's attention, I was contacted by a regional manager who stated my car was not on
the recall list and she could not help me. I hope no other vehicles engines shut off while on the
interstate. This is the second time this incident happens to this car. Had it towed to gwinnett
place Nissan in duluth GA the closet dealership to my home - they couldn't find anything wrong
with my car - so I was stuck with wrecker fee. I shifted into neutral and started it again, once
placed into gear it stopped running. I pulled over and tried idling between rpm and noticed that
engine surged b'tween and rpm. And ran rough. If I released accelerator engine would idle very
low and stop running. Started it one last time to see if I could get going but when I placed it in
gear and released clutch it stopped running. I called gwinnett place Nissan and had vehicle
towed there. I informed the service tech that in Nissan's web site there was a recall for z for a
"crank position sensor" and the VIN in my car was within that group. He looked at their
database and said there were no outstanding codes for my car. They found nothing wrong with
my car the second time around neither. Both occurrances, dealership stated there are no stored
codes in ecu and no pending codes for this vehicle. I called Nissan north America national
consumer affairs at and they stated that there was a recall for my car and the VIN was within the

range stated by Nissan - and gave me a file and are still checking to see if they can help me. Car
Problems. Crankshaft Position Sensor problem of the Nissan Z 1. Crankshaft Position Sensor
problem of the Nissan Z 2. Crankshaft Position Sensor problem of the Nissan Z 3. Crankshaft
Position Sensor problem of the Nissan Z 4. Electrical System problems. Crankshaft Position
Sensor problems. Battery problems. Camshaft Position Sensor problems. Instrument Panel
problems. Ignition Switch problems. Software problems. Dashboard Failed problems. Product
Information:. Product Name: Camshaft Position Sensor. Product model: TP Packing: neutral
carton packaging. Product material: PA66 epoxy resin. Product specifications: 3 packs.
Accessories list: 3 x crankshaft position sensor. Product function: Camshaft position sensor is
a kind of sensing device, also called synchronous signal sensor. It is a cylinder discriminating
and positioning device. It inputs the camshaft position signal to the ECU, which is the main
control signal of the ignition control. Infiniti FX35 3. Infiniti G35 3. Infiniti I35 3. Infiniti M35 3.
Infiniti QX56 5. Nissan Z 3. Nissan Altima 3. Nissan Armada 5. Nissan Frontier 4. Nissan Maxima
3. Nissan Murano 3. Nissan NV 4. Nissan NV 5. Nissan Pathfinder 4. Nissan Pathfinder 5. Nissan
Pathfinder Armada 5. Nissan Quest 3. Nissan Titan 5. Nissan Xterra 4. Communication is the
best way to solve the problem. If you have any problems after purchasing, please contact us in
time, before opening return or case. Package includes:. You can log on to eBay to check your
logistics tracking number. Please make sure to provide us with correct,precise and detailed
shipping address before purchase, and cannot change it once purchased. PayPal payment
accepted only. Please purchase and pay for the item through the eBay. If any item is defective
upon receipt or do not work, please contact us for the condition,we will provide a solution for
such cases. Return is accepted within 30 days after the buyer receiving the item. Please contact
us first when return, exchange and refund is required. Any direct return of purchased items will
not be processed. Item must be returned in new condition, as received with all accompanied
accessories and literature, including the factory carton. Shipping, handling is notrefundable
unless item is returned because of defect. Thanks for purchasing in our store,if you have any
questions, please contact us immediately. We will provide you with the high quality service. We
do our best to resolve any issue. Leaving negative feedbacks and low ratings doesn't get things
solved. So please talk with us and we will not let you down. Fitment: Infiniti FX35 3. Payment
Method. Returns Policy. About us. If you are satisfied with our products and service, please give
us a positive feedback,thanks. Complete Repair in One Purchase - Stop searching for parts
individually and complete your repair with a single purchase of a customized kit or set from DIY
Solutions. High-Quality Parts from Trusted Brands - DIY Solutions' kits and sets are selected
from the best automotive brands and include hard-to-find and even obsolete parts you may
need for your vehicle. Guaranteed Fit - DIY Solutions ensures its selected parts are
quality-tested to guarantee fit and function. For more information, go to This item is backed by
our limited lifetime warranty. In the event this item should fail due to manufacturing defects
during intended use, we will replace the part free of charge. This warranty covers the cost of the
part only. Returns: Parts with electrical components cannot be returned once installed.
Shipping is not available to Canada. Final shipping costs are available at checkout. This item
may be interchangeable with parts from other brands with the above part numbers. This
information is provided only for reference and does not guarantee that the item you are
purchasing is identical to parts with part numbers from the brands listed above. To confirm that
this item fits your vehicle, use the above "Check Vehicle Fit" option. Not all parts are the perfect
fit. Enter your Vehicle and we'll confirm fit, or help get you to one that will. Orders ship same
day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout.
Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest
product standards. Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto
enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and
model guide you step-by-step through your repair. If your vehicle isn't listed, search Crankshaft
Position Sensor. This part will only fit a vehicle with these options. Clear vehicle X. Year Make
Model. Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make Model Search. Crankshaft Position
Sensor. Add to Cart. Loading Delivery Options. Delivery options for:. Estimated Arrival Cost
Finalize your delivery options in checkout. Brand : ESS Frequently bought together. Vehicle Fit.
Lifetime Warranty This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty. Check Vehicle Fit. Fits
these Makes Infiniti Nissan. Product Reviews. My parts shipped fast, but on the part description,
it states that the kit is compatible with my car, but one of the pieces, specifically the left bank
sensor was not the correct part. These fit perfectly and once I got everything put back together
and cleared the code it ran beautifully! Thank you guys! Fast shipping as well! Did not work.
They did not work I need new ones or a refund I was excited to buy 3 for this price BUT it left me
broke down on side of the road. Not happy at all. Guy was kinda eh at first but was really
helpful, found my parts for a very low price and shipping wasnt to bad of a wait gad this site

exists thanks alot guys!!! I will continue my shopping with you guys. Very effective mailed in
timely manner, brand new an packaging was superb. Great Service. My experience was great
and I received amazing customer service. Looks good. Decent shipping time- parts look correcthavent installed yet. Fantastic company! The parts were fine; this is more a review of the
company. We were out of town when the parts was delivered and despite having a house sitter,
the package disappeared. I contacted them when we returned and they sent out a replacement
at no charge! A huge blessing for my teenaged son as he saved for these replacement parts for
his older Nissan. Thank you 1Aauto! Parts that are always true. Terry A. I've been very satisfied
with my purchase thus far and everything is working to perfection and I'm happy with the
product. Almost perfect. I installed both camshaft sensors and was good as gold, but once i did
the lower crankshaft sensor my car was idling rough, but once i got back up underneath the car
i learned that due to the sensor being just the slightest off, it needs to be pulled or pushed
deeper to feel just right to read the crankcase rotations. But i still am having a sensor code
come up and now i think i have a missfire. Will this fit a infiniti g35 sedan rwd? Cesar G. This
will fit Infiniti G35 sedan models with a straight style connector for the camshaft sensor. Alex P.
If the sensor completely fails will the clamp attach still? James B. The cheapest material I ever
bought! But I guess you get what you paid for!! No recommendation to friends at all. Are these
sensors for an automatic or manual transmission? Jordan G. They are for an automatic. Charlie
M. Mine was automatic. I purchased all three sensors for my Infiniti M35, Automatic
Transmission. I now feel like i have a sports car again. Chris P. Call Now Customer service.
Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced
to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers' expectations
every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional Video Library
Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you
step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select
your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this
Part will fit. Year If your option isn't listed search Crankshaft Position Sensor. Nissan Altima V6
3. For more information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve
quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts.
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Questions, Answers. Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option and
inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement
product for your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name
for replacement parts th Beck Arnley Crankshaft Position Sensor Beck Arnley is a leading
provider of quality automotive parts equivalent to OE structure, fit, and performance together
with the hard-to-find merchandise for cars, light trucks, and SUVs. Beck Arnley's years of
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shipping. Quick shipping, Sensor fit, easy install. Works great! Purchased on Nov 29, Aug 21,
Fast shipping parts work great. Purchased on Aug 06, Jul 02, Works perfect. Ashley Nichols.
Purchased on Jun 11, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. The CKP monitors the speed
and position of the crankshaft, while the CMP monitors the speed and position of the camshaft
s. These two sensors each read an individual reluctor or. The PCM uses a closed-loop air-fuel
metering system and monitors the heated oxygen sensor signal voltage. It utilizes various data
from the sensors in the car, such as the oxygen sensors, manifold absolute pressure. Despite
the varying names given by respective manufacturers, P code simply means that the PCM
believes the difference between the crankshaft position and the camshaft position exceeds
specification. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

